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520 pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x 8.0in. x 1.0in.Make: Rockets, Down
to Earth Rocket Science, is for all the science geeks who look at
the moon and try to figure out where Neil Armstrong walked,
watch in awe as rockets lift off, and want to fly their own model
rockets. Starting from the ground up you how to build all sorts
of rockets and associated equipment with clear, step-by-step
directions. Its easy to skip the more detailed material, but when
you are ready, Make: Rockets will help you rise to new heights
with detailed coverage of the math and science behind building,
flying and tracking rockets. You will learn: How to safely build
and fly solid propellant, water and air powered rockets. All the
techniques needed to build model rockets, launchers and
trackers. How to recover rockets by parachute, streamer, glider,
helicopter recovery and more. How to fly payloads like cameras,
altimeters and the ever popular egg lofter! How to pick the right
motor and parachute for any rocket or payload. Aerodynamic
principles for designing stable, low drag rockets that slip
through the air--including one rocket that can hit 500 mph! How
to...
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This book is definitely worth acquiring. I have go through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through again
again in the future. Its been printed in an exceptionally basic way in fact it is only a er i finished reading this
publication in which actually altered me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Andr es B a shir ia n-- Andr es B a shir ia n

Comprehensive guide for publication fanatics. This really is for all who statte there had not been a well worth reading
through. I discovered this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- La cy Goldner-- La cy Goldner
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